Wordscapes level 4504 answers
Wordscapes level 4504 in the Tower Group and Geode Pack contains 17 words
and the letters ALOTY making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 16 extra words make it cool to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 52,661 words and 217,341 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
ALL, LAY, LOT, TOY, TOT, ALT, LAT, ALLY, TALL, TOLL, ALTO, LOYAL, TOTAL, ALLOY,
TALLY, ATOLL, TOTALLY.
The extra or bonus words are:
LOTTA, TAY, ALLOT, TAT, TOLT, OATY, LYTTA, OLLA, TOLYL, TOLA, ATT, OAT, LOTA,
TAO, LOY, LOL.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4504
ALL - Intensifier.
LAY - To place down in a position of rest, or in a horizontal position.
LOT - A large quantity or number; a great deal.
TOY - An inferior graffiti artist.
TOT - A small child.
ALT - A state of excitement, conveyed by a high pitched voice.
LAT - A Latvian coin and national monetary unit.
ALLY - To unite, or form a connection between, as between families by marriage, or be
tween princes and states by treaty, league, or confederacy.
TALL - Obsequious; obedient.
TOLL - Loss or damage incurred through a disaster.
ALTO - A musical part or section higher than tenor and lower than soprano, formerly t
he part that performed a countermelody above the tenor or main melody.
LOYAL - Firm in allegiance to a person or institution.
TOTAL - An amount obtained by the addition of smaller amounts.
ALLOY - A metal that is a combination of two or more elements, at least one of which
is a metal.
TALLY - Used as a mild intensifier: very (almost exclusively used by the upper classe
s).
ATOLL - A type of island consisting of a ribbon reef that nearly or entirely surround
s a lagoon and supports, in most cases, one to many islets on the reef platform. Atol
ls have a unique geology, so not all islands with a reef and a lagoon are atolls.
TOTALLY - Entirely; completely.

